
SA F E SA I L
BE PART OF THE SOLUTION

SafeSail is pathway and bridge to more inclusion. 

SafeSail is a volunteer grassroots organization dedicated to providing
resources for sailors. We saw a gap in the sport between sailors in
need of support and the Race Organizers willing to help. Our mission
is to be a connection point for those entities and foster a culture of
inclusion to ensure everyone's voice is heard at events.

HARASSMENT OF
ANY KIND HAS NO
PLACE AT THIS
EVENT. 
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What is SafeSail is Not

SafeSail is NOT any kind of investigative or punitive organization. We
don't replace Law Enforcement, US Sailing, International Jury
Members, or SafeSport. Reports are not stored on our servers; they are
automatically forwarded to local individuals registered with us.

How SafeSail Reporting Tool Works

First, we ask all sailing organizations to register at SafeSail.org,
providing contact info for a designated person to handle reports.
When an individual files a report, it automatically is sent to them to
take action.  If none is listed, SafeSail volunteers step in to find one.

How can you support

If you are an organizer, sign up! If you are a sailor, ask your class,
yacht club, or regatta administrator to sign up or volunteer as their
contact person. If you have an idea or resource to share, please reach
out. Lastly, help us spread the word. Our mission is only successful if
everyone stands up to bullying and harassment together.

Who we are



Register AT SAFESAIL .ORG

SAFESAIL WILL SEND CARDS
We will send cards to the
address on file, which you
can place in bags, bars, and
bathrooms, indicating that
you have established a
secure and supportive space
for sailors.

In the event of a report, the
designated email of record will
automatically receive the report.
SafeSail does not retain a copy.
The report will outline the
reporter's intentions, ranging
from a simple verbal warning to
the offending party to more
significant actions. It is the
organization's responsibility to
honor and respect these stated
intentions.

Register your organization on
SafeSail.org using the contact's
email and the organization's
physical address. Confirm
functionality with a test email.

Thank you for championing the
creation of a harassment-free
space for sailors. Support our
continued growth with a small
contribution to aid in resource
creation or by encouraging
fellow events to join the cause.

HOW TO BE A

DESIGNATE A CONTACT PERSON

This individual, preferably
with SafeSport Training, is
open to receiving reports
during events and facilitating
the reporter's intentions.

MOnitor the email on record

SPread the word OR DONATE
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AS ORGANIZATION SA F E SA I L
BE PART OF THE SOLUTION
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